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1:00 p.m. CT.

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH

Ductwork Direct
March 2015

Value Added
Customer Care
A call comes in Friday afternoon, and an order
needs to be delivered by Monday morning. A
customer stops by and needs some ductwork
for his shop. An internet order is placed for
some fittings. The Friday afternoon call was
delivered on time Monday morning to Hong
Kong. The customer that stopped in had his
ducting delivered via shipping container to his
new millwork facility in Barbados. And the
internet order was placed for 100' of 12"
flexible hose which shipped to North Carolina
before the promised ship date.

Combustible sawdust  comdust  is a threat to
woodworking businesses, which can literally go
up in smoke.
Now comdust is also drawing OSHA to the
doorsteps of woodshops large and small, as it
includes wood dust mitigation as an aspect of
worker safety.
In this webcast, you will learn about recent
comdust enforcement actions by OSHA and
the liability this brings to your business. You'll

Curt Corum, Sales Manger, and Kae
Khounsak in the sales department do more
than process orders; they scrutinize every
aspect of the order to ensure every customer is
getting exactly what they need. Our
production department headed by Al Pereira
ensures his crew is always accurate in each
part they manufacture from four inch lateral
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also hear about best practices in maintaining
plant cleanliness, sawdust mitigation, and
employee communications.
Combustible dust expert Jamison Scott will
provide a rapid fire review of trends in
combustible dust enforcement, and the
evolution of OSHA's view of sawdust as a
potential danger to worker health and safety.
You'll also hear about:
* How to properly clean up sawdust
* What draw's OSHA's attention to worker
safety
* Reviewing central dust collection systems
* New technology for rapid detection and
suppression of fires
Who should attend:
* Plant managers
* Finishing department managers
* CFOs and CEOs
* Worker safety and training managers
Broadcast date: March 4, 2015, 1:00 p.m. CT.

Click here for more information.

Flexible Hose
Air Handling
Systems stocks 15
different types of
flexible hoses from
2"12" in diameter
all Made in USA.
Click here to see
our online selection. If you don't see the
hose you need, let us know and we can tap our
extensive network to find the correct hose for
your application.

What makes Air
Handling the BEST

tees to nineteen foot long multitap manifolds.
Finally, our shipping department led by Juan
Torres packages every item. Whether it is one
hose clamp or a container full of ductwork,
every shipment is handled with proper care and
packaging.
We add value to every order. We don't just
process, we analysis. We don't just build, we
create. We don't just ship, we care. We look
forward to handling your order and the next the
same way we handle every order. Just ask our
customers.

Customer Testimonials
It's always been my pleasure and advantage to
deal with your company, Air Handling
Systems, and personally with Curt Corum. I
look forward to placing my next order. The
personal attention and capability to
provide quality materials with
custom workmanship is very much
appreciated.
Warren Lemaster
LeMaster Marine/LeMaster Builders

Air Handing Catalog

To request your FREE Air Handling
Systems catalog please click here, call
8003673828 or
email sales@airhand.com.
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Choice...
Click Here to download the TOP reasons Air
Handling Systems is better than ALL other
competitors.

Like/View/Follow us
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